Mega BRUTE

®

Mobile waste collector

Mega BRUTE : Improving Productivity
®

Mega BRUTE Mobile Waste Collector is a highly maneuverable and
versatile waste collection and sortation system. Innovative design
features deliver improved productivity and ease of use.
®

Mega BRUTE’s® narrow width
(69.85 cm) fits easily through standard
doorways and small elevator doors.

superior
maneuverability
Large wheels and lockable swivel
casters, mounted in a “diamond”
pattern, allow 360° rotation for
moving in tight spaces.

boost collection efficiency
Save time and money by reducing trips to empty collected waste.
n Fill and transport multiple can liners
n Rear doors ease handling of heavy filled liners

carry large loads
Use Mega BRUTE® for high-capacity collection of waste throughout a facility.

optimise waste sortation
Increase efficiency and support recycling efforts with Mega BRUTE®.
n Liner retainer holds a 208 Litres can liner
n Optional 87 Litres Slim Jim® container fits behind doors

n Holds up to 454 Litres (approximately four filled 208 Litres liners)
n Safely transports up to 25 Kg
n Can liner retainer flips up and out of the way

Smarter Collecting
Mega brute mobile waste collector
®

Put Mega BRUTE® to work in your facility and see a significant improvement
in productivity—carry larger loads, make waste sortation easier,
reduce worker strain, and increase your bottom line. For smarter waste
management, choose Mega BRUTE® Mobile Waste Collector.
Optional lid fully covers
waste and supplies; center
hinge allows access to either
end of Mega BRUTE®.

High Capacity
Carries up to 454 Litres or
25 Kg for a more efficient waste
collection process.

n

Storage AREA
Ideal for storing extra
can liners and other
cleaning supplies.

SORTATION OPTIONS
Holds an optional 87 Litres
Slim Jim® container for improved
waste sortation and recycling.

Holds a 208 Litres can liner and flips up
for easy access to waste storage area.

n

Rear doors allow easy, strain-free waste
removal from the back of Mega BRUTE®.

Distributed by:

Maneuvers Easily
Large 30cm wheels and 12.7cm
non-marking, lockable casters in a diamond
pattern allow Mega BRUTE® to turn on its own
axis.

mega brute® Mobile Waste Collector
Description

Dimensions

Capacity

Ship Wt/Ctn

FG9W7100

No.

Mega BRUTE® Mobile Waste Collector

LDPE/Metal

133.0 x 70.0 x 08.0 cm

450 l

FG9W7200

Mega BRUTE® Mobile Waste Collector Lid

LDPE/Metal

125.0 x 76.2 x 26.7 cm

Color

Pack
1
1

slim jim® waste container
No.
FG354060

Newell Rubbermaid Europe Sàrl
Chemin de Blandonnet 10
1214 Vernier
Switzerland

Description

Dimensions

Capacity

Ship Wt/Ctn

Slim Jim® with Venting Channels

Polyethylene

55.8 x 27.9 x 76.2 cm

87 l

www.rubbermaid.eu/contact

Color

Pack
4

